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Abstract
It was recently shown that the experimental infrared spectra of ionic
crystals at room temperature are very well reproduced by classical re-
alistic models, and here new results are reported on the temperature
dependence of the spectra, for the LiF crystal. The principal aim of
the present work is however to highlight the deep analogy existing be-
tween the problem of spectra in ionic crystal models on the one hand,
and that of energy equipartition in the Fermi–Pasta–Ulam model, on
the other. Indeed at low temperatures the computations of the spec-
tra show that the dynamics of the considered system is not completely
chaotic, so that the use of the Boltzmann–Gibbs statistics is put in
question, as in the Fermi–Pasta–Ulam case. Here, however, at vari-
ance with the equipartition problem, a first positive indication is given
on the modifications that should be introduced in a classical statistical
treatment: the new results at low temperatures show that it is indeed
the Clausius identification of temperature that has to be modified. In
fact, at very low temperatures the theoretical spectra fail to reproduce
the experimental ones, if the temperature is taken as proportional to
mean kinetic energy, but agreement is recovered through the only ex-
pedient of introducing a suitable temperature rescaling. Analogous
results are also found in connection with thermal expansion.
Keywords: Infrared spectra, equipartition principle, ordered and chaotic
motions, ionic crystal model, FPU model
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1 Introduction
The present paper reports new results concerning classical theoretical esti-
mates of infrared spectra of ionic crystals. In two previous papers (see [1]
and [2]) the estimates were given for spectra at room temperature, and here
the temperature dependence of the estimates is investigated, particularly at
low temperatures, for the Lithium Fluoride (LiF) crystal.
Thus stated, the problem seems to be one of interest for solid state
physics, which indeed is the case. However, in this paper it is pointed out
that we are actually meeting here with quite general problems of statistical
mechanics. First of all, we are meeting with the problem of the relations
between quantum statistical mechanics and its classical counterpart, if not
between quantum and classical physics altogether. Because the theoretical
spectra discussed here reproduce well the experimental data, as shown by
Fig. 1 and 2 (for the LIF crystal at room temperature), while they are com-
puted in purely classical terms involving solutions of Newton equations for
the ions’ motions, with no reference at all to energy levels and corresponding
jumps.
Furthermore, we are meeting with a problem concerning the dynamical
foundations of classical statistical mechanics. Indeed it will be seen that, as
temperature is diminished, the dynamics of the considered model becomes
less and less chaotic, so that the use of the Boltzmann–Gibbs statistical
mechanics becomes less and less justified, as in the FPU case. On the other
hand, a first positive indication is also provided here, because it is shown
that what should be modified in a statistical treatment, is the Clausius
identification of temperature T in terms of mean kinetic energy 〈K〉, namely,
the relation
〈K〉 = 3
2
NkBT , (1)
where N is the number of particles and kB the Boltzmann constant. Indeed
it will be seen that, using the Clausius identification, at low temperatures
the theoretical spectra fail qualitatively in connection with a certain feature
of the spectrum. However, agreement is recovered if, at each of the two low
temperatures considered (85 K and 7.5 K), the initial data are taken at a
suitable value of the mean kinetic energy, which, through the Clausius iden-
tification, would correspond to a much larger “effective temperature” (180
and 125 K respectively). Analogous results are also obtained in connection
with the thermal expansion.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we illustrate some
general features concerning realistic ionic crystal models, in particular how
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Figure 1: Imaginary part of susceptibility vs frequency, at room tempera-
ture. Comparison between calculations (solid line) and experimental data
taken from [3] (points). Here, as in all following figures but Fig. 7, the com-
putations are performed at a kinetic energy proportional to temperature
according to the Clausius identification (1).
they can be considered as evolutions of the FPU model, and how ionic
spectra can be dealt with in a classical statistical mechanical frame. In
section 3 we give details on the concrete model used for the LiF crystal
actually investigated. In section 4 we report the results on the spectra.
First, results at room temperature which extend previous ones, and then
their temperature dependence. Some comments are finally given in section
5. In an appendix some details are given concerning the determination of
the parameters of the model, making use of the dispersion relations.
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Figure 2: High frequency behavior of the imaginary part of susceptibility vs
frequency (at room temperature) compared with experimental data.
2 Realistic ionic crystal models as evolutions of
the FPU model. Classical infrared ionic spectra
It is well known that the FPU work put in question the applicability of the
Boltzmann–Gibbs statistics in connection with the equipartition principle,
for dynamical systems that don’t present sufficiently chaotic motions. Now,
the failure of the equipartition principle was observed in the FPU model,
which is a simple, idealized model of a one–dimensional crystal. So it is not
clear whether the FPU critique applies to concrete physical systems. On
the other hand, a simple natural generalization of that model exists which
emulates real systems, actually, ionic crystals. Moreover, ionic crystals are
endowed with dielectric properties, so that they present optical spectra,
which is a further physical phenomenon, perhaps the most characteristic
one of quantum physics, that they allow to investigate.
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Ionic crystals are known to be the simplest type of crystals (see [4][5]).
For such crystals, as for the covalent ones, the degrees of freedom of the
electrons can be eliminated, inasmuch as the electrons don’t move around
the crystal, but remain trapped, each about its own ion. Thus, at least
for what concerns certain physical phenomena, the crystal can be reduced
to a system of ions. Indeed, it was shown by Born (and proved later with
quantum mechanical methods – see for example [6]) that the electrons can
just be assumed to produce on the ions two effects: first, to endow each ion
with a suitable ”effective charge” entering the mutual Coulomb forces (thus
emulating the ions’ polarizability), and, second, to produce a further mutual
repulsive “effective short–range force” among pairs of ions. Born himself
suggested for the potential of the short–range force, the form V (s)(r) = a/r6,
which involves only one free parameter. Other more sophisticated effective
potentials were afterwards proposed, one of which was used in our model.
The paradigmatic ionic crystal is that of LiF, which plays for crystals a role
analogous to that of Hydrogen atom for atomic gases.
At this point, having eliminated the electrons, the ionic crystal model
appears as a natural generalization of the FPU model, namely, as a system
of point particles oscillating about the sites of a regular lattice, interacting
through mutual two–body forces, which can be studied in terms of normal
modes referred to the minimum of the potential energy. This was actually
done in the year 1912 by Born and von Ka´rma´n [7] who, considering a model
with two alternating masses, could highlight the distinction between acoustic
and optical modes. Such a purely mechanical model, in its one–dimensional
version, became a prototype for studies in perturbation theory related to
the FPU model (see[8]), and is presently investigated in the thermodynamic
limit within the modern statistical approach (see [9]), along the lines of [10]
and [11]. However, any realistic model of a ionic crystal has to take into
account also its dielectric properties, which are described in terms of ionic
polarization. This is given by
P =
1
V
∑
h,s
esqs,h , (2)
where qs,h is the displacement of ion s in cell h from its equilibrium position,
es its electric charge, V the volume. In this way infrared spectra enter the
game.
Optical spectra are thermodynamic properties of a system, just as heat
capacity and compressibility, which in statistical mechanical terms are de-
fined as responses to changes of an external parameter, here the electric field.
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Optical spectra actually show up as spectral curves, namely, functions which
give the refractive index n(ω) versus frequency, or the reflectivity R(ω) and
so on. All these are amenable to the curve χ(ω) of electric susceptibility, or
more precisely of the corresponding tensor χij(ω) in the crystal case.
The statistical mechanical expression for dielectric susceptibility took a
rather long time to be established, actually up to the end of the years fifties,
when linear response theory became available. Some papers by Gordon (see
[12]) reconstruct the rather painful path that had to be followed. Starting
from Schro¨dinger perturbation theory for estimating probabilities of energy
jumps, and then passing to the Heisenberg picture, it was finally realized
that the statistical mechanical susceptibility formula can be expressed in
terms of essentially the time–autocorrelation function of polarization, the
latter being a microscopic quantity which, for the aims of infrared spectra,
involves the positions of the ions only. Such a formula is just a standard
Green–Kubo one, which can be deduced also in a purely classical frame (see
[13]), and more precisely has the form
χionij (ω) =
V
σ2p
∫ +∞
0
e−iωt〈Pi(t)P˙j(0)〉dt . (3)
Here 〈. . .〉 denotes ensemble average, Pj the j–th component of the ionic
polarization P given by (2), and σ2p is a constant that reduces to 1/β, if the
average is performed using the Gibbs ensemble. In this case the formula
takes the form
χionij (ω) =
V
kBT
∫ +∞
0
e−iωt〈Pi(t)P˙j(0)〉dt , (4)
Anyhow, the ionic electric susceptibility turns out to be expressed in terms
of essentially the time–autocorrelation function of the ionic electric polar-
ization, a fact whose relevance will be pointed out below.
The contribution of electrons to the total susceptibility tensor χij in
the infrared amounts to a constant, which can be conveniently written as
(ǫ∞ − 1)/4π, so that the electric permittivity tensor, which is defined by
ǫij = δij + 4πχij , takes the form
εij(ω) = ε∞δij + 4πχ
ion
ij (ω). (5)
In the case of LiF, which will be considered in this paper, the suscepti-
bility tensor, and so also the permittivity tensor, are known to be multiples
of the identity, thus reducing to scalar quantities. This property shows up
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also in the numerical computations, as already observed in Ref. [1]. Thus
we take for χ one third the trace of the tensor χij .
Having available the statistical formula for electric permittivity, one can
eventually recover macroscopic optical quantities such as refractive index n
and reflectivity R, which are given (see [14]) by
n =
√
ε , R =
∣∣∣∣ε− 1ε+ 1
∣∣∣∣ .
The statistical mechanical formula (4) for electric susceptibility is the
clue for the possibility itself of a purely classical approach to spectral lines.
The point is that in such a formula any reference to energy levels and jump
probabilities completely disappeared, and the microscopic relevant quantity
is the time derivative of essentially the autocorrelation of the electric polar-
ization, which involves particles positions and momenta only. Now, the same
features occur also in the corresponding quantum formula, in which how-
ever positions and momenta are Heisenberg noncommuting operators. Thus,
within a quantum approach the classical formula (4) is just understood as
the corresponding classical approximation, the advantage of which with re-
spect to the quantum formula is only that it can be concretely estimated
through numerical computations (i.e., through molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations), the same technique of the old FPU paper. But the purely
classical formula should just give a first approximation, to which suitable
quantum corrections ought to be added, especially when working in a fully
quantum regime.
Indeed, some discussions are available in the literature (see [15][16]),
concerning the choice of the best quantum correction. However, Figs. 1 and
2 show that a simple naive implementation of the purely classical formula for
a model of LiF crystal, reproduces quite well the experimental data at room
temperature, i.e., well below the Debye temperature (which is estimated to
be about 730 K for the LiF crystal), and thus in a deep quantum regime,
with no need of any quantum corrections at all.
We now come to the relations between infrared spectra and chaoticity.
The point is that in ergodic theory chaoticity can be defined as corresponding
to mixing, which is a property entailing that the time–correlation functions
of all pairs of dynamical variables vanish for sufficiently long times. Now, the
infrared spectrum is proportional to the Fourier transform of essentially the
time–autocorrelation of electric polarization, and so the form of the infrared
spectrum is reflected in the chaoticity properties of the considered dynamical
system. In particular, in the low–energy limit, characterized by non chaotic
motions (actually almost periodic ones) a line spectrum (one in which the
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Figure 3: The normalized correlation function 〈Px(t)P˙x(0)〉 vs time at three
simulation temperatures: 1060, 295 and 7.5 K, from left to right. Here, Px
is the x component of electric polarization.
imaginary part of dielectric susceptibility is a sum of delta functions) is
expected to occur. So the relevant correlation functions are expected to
have relaxation times which increase, even possibly diverging, as temper-
ature is decreased. To this end one can compute the time dependence of
the time– correlation function 〈Px(t)P˙x(0)〉, which can be conveniently nor-
malized through division of Px(t) and P˙x(0) by the corresponding standard
deviations.
In Fig. 3 we report the results obtained for the LiF model studied in
the present research, at three temperatures (defined through the Clausius
identification), namely, 1060, 295 and 7.5 K. One clearly sees that at the
two higher temperatures 1060 K and 295 K decorrelation essentially occurs
at 0.1 ps and at 1 ps respectively, whereas at 7.5 K decorrelation doesn’t
occur at all even at 100 ps, and much longer times seem to be required.
This fact already indicates that some caution is necessary in applying the
standard methods of classical statistical mechanics at low temperatures. A
preliminary study of the decay time of the relevant correlation as a function
of temperature seems to hint at the existence of different laws for high and
low temperatures. This is a point that we plan to better study in a future
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work. The main goal of the present work is however to concentrate on the
form of the infrared spectra at low temperatures.
3 The LiF crystal model
The calculation of infrared spectra is reduced, as recalled above, to gener-
ating classical orbits of the ions and performing suitable ensemble averages.
We accomplish this task by running MD simulations for a LiF crystal model.
As in Ref. [1], we represent the crystal as a system of N point particles,
with the masses of Li and F ions taken from experiment. The interactions
among the particles are described by a two-body potential V , which includes
both the Coulomb term and a short range effective potential V (s),
V (rij) =
eiej
rij
+ V
(s)
ij (rij)
where indices i, j denote the atomic species, Li or F, and ei = ± eeff .
For the short range effective potential, instead of the simple form V (s)(r) =
a/r6 proposed by Born and used in Ref. [1], the so–called Buckingham po-
tential
V
(s)
ij (r) = Aij exp(−Bijr)−
Cij
r6
is adopted here.
A cubic simulation cell together with periodic boundary conditions is
used: long range electrostatic interactions are calculated by means of a
standard Ewald summation procedure, while for the short-range effective
forces a 5 A˚ cut–off is applied.
The size of the simulation cell should be chosen at each temperature in
order to match the experimental density of the crystal (at ordinary pressure).
At room temperature we take for the lattice step the experimental value,
i.e., 2.01 A˚ as we did in Ref. [1]. At different temperatures, instead, we
adjust the size of the simulation cell in such a way that the calculated
primary peak shifts in accordance with the experimental observations. As
will be discussed in detail later in connection with thermal expansion at low
temperatures, this procedure is pretty well compatible with the experimental
data for density.
Besides the lattice spacing, we have to fix the parameters of the potential,
namely, the effective charge eeff and the coefficients Aij , Bij, Cij of the short
range interaction. To fix these parameters, we first of all require that the
stable equilibrium position of the system corresponds to the LiF lattice, i.e.,
a FCC structure with two ions per cell, with the two ions species alternating
9
along the three orthogonal directions. In addition, a fit is made between the
computed dispersion relations and the experimental ones; this is explained
in the Appendix. The parameters used (the same for all temperatures) are
reported in Table 1.
Finally, the choice of the parameter ε∞ is done as follows. Since the
highest frequency we can reach, due to size of the integration step, is about
8000 cm−1, we require that Eq. (5) matches, at such a frequency, the ex-
perimental value taken from Ref. [3]. In such a way, the value ε∞ = 1.92
is obtained. The choice of this parameter strongly influences the decay of
reflectivity on the side of high frequencies, and in particular a value lower
than 1.92 would give a better agreement with the data. We however chose
the value 1.92 which is in good agreement with the values reported in the
literature for n∞ of LiF (see Ref. [17]).
MD simulations are performed on a system of N = 4096 ions. Numerical
integration of the equations of motion is performed at constant energy and
constant volume, using the Verlet algorithm with an integration step of 2 fs.
A key point concerns the energy that should be used in each compu-
tation, namely, how should it be related to the experimental temperature
T . We started our research using the procedure commonly employed in
MD simulations, which fixes the initial mean kinetic energy 〈K〉 through
the Clausius prescription (1). This can be achieved in several ways, and we
just chose the most direct one, sometimes called the a posteriori method.
Namely, in order to simulate the system at a temperature T through the
corresponding kinetic energy K, the lattice is initially set at its equilib-
rium configuration, and the ions are given random velocities according to
the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution with a certain temperature parameter
Tin (typically Tin ≃ 2T ). After a short transient time of 1000 integration
steps, the lattice temperature is calculated from the mean kinetic energy of
the ions and, if it differs from its target value T by more than a threshold
amount, the process is repeated with a rescaled initial parameter T ′in. When
A (eV) B (A˚−1) C (eV·A˚6)
Li-F 3.30·103 5.00 9.40
F-F 15.8·103 4.44 41.6
Li-Li 3.18·103 6.29 -2.77
Table 1: Optimized parameters of the short range potential with effective
charge 0.7281 e.
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the mean kinetic energy attains the desired value, the actual simulation is
started up, usually with a duration of 200 ps.
Ensemble averages in Eq. (4) are replaced by a time average over the
simulation time, but in order to increase the statistical significance of the
results, multiple simulations (usually 10) are run for each case.
4 Results
We preliminarily checked the method by working at room temperature. The
first two results concern Imχ, the imaginary part of susceptibility. The first
one concerns its trend near the main peak, which is reported in Fig. 1. This
figure can be compared both with the results of our previous work Ref. [1],
and with the old quantum estimates of Ref. [18, 19]. The improvement with
respect to our results of Ref. [1] may be attributed to the larger number of
parameters of the short range effective potential and to the fact that the
parameters are optimized by fitting the dispersion relations. In particular
the agreement with experiment obtained at the two shoulders is indicative
of a rather satisfactory behavior of the non-linear part of the potential. An
analogous improvement occurs also for the real part of susceptibility, not
reported here.
The second result concerns the decay of Imχ for high frequencies. As
is well known, the experimental data (see Ref. [20]) show that such a quan-
tity becomes extremely small at large frequencies, displaying an exponential
decay over six orders of magnitude. Thus Imχ becomes very small, and
hard to estimate numerically in a reliable way (see for example Ref. [21],
page 4873). This difficulty can be overcome, and in Fig. 2 the numerical
results thus obtained are compared with the experimental data, exhibiting
an impressive agreement over six orders of magnitude.
In the following lines, some technical details are discussed, concerning
two sources of error that had to be taken into account. The first one is
the loss of analyticity of the correlations, which has a direct impact on the
exponential decay (as explained in Ref. [22]), and is due to the truncation of
the integral (4) to a finite time domain. The second source is the fact that
the time average is performed over a finite time domain, which implies that
the correlations 〈Pi(t)Pi(0)〉 are not positive definite in the Bochner sense, as
they have to be. Analyticity is recovered by using a suitable Gaussian filter.
Instead, in order to minimize the distortions introduced by the finiteness of
the time average in the computation of Imχ, we perform the integration in
(4) in a symmetric interval [−tf , tf ], by exploiting the parity property of the
11
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Figure 4: Calculated refractive index spectrum (solid lines) compared with
experimental data [23] (full circles), at several temperatures.
correlations. Now, being known from theory that Imχ is positive for positive
frequencies, we consider as unreliable the spectrum in the region where the
computed values are negative, and this forces us to restrict ourselves to the
domain ω < 2500 cm−1.
In order to investigate the temperature dependence of the spectra, which
is the main goal of the present work, we started considering the refractive
index. In Fig. 4 the curves calculated at several temperatures are compared
with the experimental data taken from Ref. [23].
Given the surprisingly good agreement of the classical spectrum with
the experimental one at room temperature (295 K), which is a temperature
lower than the Debye one (about 730 K for LiF), one may expect that the
agreement should even improve at higher temperatures. In fact, at higher
temperatures the calculated refractive index matches the data nicely. The
spectra, sure enough, grow more noisy and the peaks broaden, as can be
12
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Figure 5: Calculated susceptibility spectrum (imaginary part) at room tem-
perature and at 1060 K (near the melting point).
better appreciated by looking directly at the imaginary part of susceptibil-
ity (Fig. 5). This is obviously due to the nonlinearity, which increases as
temperature is raised. The good agreement is a proof of the ability of our
potential to reproduce the non-linear effects.
Instead, it is apparent that at 7.5 K the calculated spectrum substan-
tially differs from the measured one in the region between 300 cm−1 and
600 cm−1 (notice the change of scale for the ordinates, at 7.5 K), where
a secondary peak is present in the experimental data, but is absent in the
numerical ones. Now, 7.5 K is just the temperature at which, as shown in
Fig. 3 the relevant correlation did not yet decay, so that one may wonder
whether the discrepancy would disappear by performing much longer com-
putations exhibiting a full relaxation. It is clear however that with longer
computations the discrepancy, rather than being eliminated, would even be
enhanced. Indeed, dealing, as we are doing here, with an integral truncated
at a certain time τ , we are actually performing a convolution between the
“true” Fourier transform and the test function (sinωτ)/ω. Now, the effect
13
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Figure 6: Calculated reflectivity spectra (solid line) compared with experi-
mental data [24] (points) at several temperatures.
of such a convolution with respect to a “true” peak consists in smearing it
out (and possibly adding some spurious peaks very near the original one).
Thus, a truncation at a larger time τ ′ > τ would essentially produce an
analogous more pronounced peak but not a second one at a sensible dis-
tance. So, even if the correlation function were computed up to a much
longer time, possibly attaining decorrelation, the computed spectrum would
not reproduce the secondary peak exhibited by the experimental data. The
main contribution of the present paper consists, as will be shown below, in
pointing out that the remedy to this discrepancy is obtained through a qual-
itatively new expedient, which involves the identification of temperature in
mechanical terms.
Concerning the discrepancy at 7.5 K, the relevant point is that the fre-
quency of the secondary peak does not show up among the frequencies of
14
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the linearized system, so that its presence should be an effect of the nonlin-
earity. So an apparently contradictory situation occurs, because the nonlin-
earity decreases with decreasing energy, whereas in the experimental data
the visibility of the secondary peak increases with decreasing temperature.
In order to better understand such a discrepancy, we decided to con-
sider also reflectivity, for which a larger set of experimental data is available
(see for example Ref. [24]), and which was studied since a long time (see
[25]). Here one has to take into account that the feature under discussion,
namely, the occurring of a secondary peak at about 500 cm−1 in the refrac-
tive index curves, manifests itself in the reflectivity curves as a hollow. The
calculated reflectivity curves are reported, together with the experimental
data, in Fig. 6. One sees that in the experimental spectra the hollow starts
becoming visible at 840 K, and its visibility increases as temperature is low-
ered. Instead, the theoretical curves reproduce well the experimental ones
only from the highest temperatures down to room temperature, because the
hollow is poorly reproduced already at 85 K, and completely disappears at
7.5 K, where the reflectivity becomes essentially uniform, sticking at the
value 1.
So, the experimental results concerning the secondary peak (or the hol-
low) seem to indicate that the nonlinearity does not vanish as the tempera-
ture goes to zero, i.e., that kinetic energy does not vanish at zero tempera-
ture.
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Now, the nonvanishing of kinetic energy at zero temperature is noth-
ing but the well known Debye–Waller effect which, in quantum mechanical
terms, is just a manifestation of zero–point energy. On the other hand, in
the present context in which the Boltzmann–Gibbs statistics is put in ques-
tion due to the non complete chaoticity of the motions, the idea naturally
presents itself that an analogue of zero–point energy might be introduced in
a classical model too. By the way, in the literature it was already pointed out
that quantum phenomena exist which can be emulated by classical compu-
tations performed at suitable “elevated” temperatures. See Refs. [26],[27],
and [28], Fig. 2.
More concretely, having in mind the possibility of emulating zero–point
energy, and without any presumption of introducing a theory, in the present
context we first of all start abandoning the Clausius identification of tem-
perature as proportional to mean kinetic energy. Then, with a very simple,
pragmatic attitude, just by trial and error we look for two suitable values
of the mean kinetic energy which, inserted in the initial data, may allow
us to reproduce sufficiently well (if possible at all) the experimental spectra
corresponding to 85 and 7.5 K. Such values of the kinetic energy can also
be expressed in terms of “effective temperatures”, just meant as the tem-
peratures that correspond to given kinetic energies through the Clausius
prescription. In such a way, just by a lucky guess we found the surpris-
ing result that the spectra at 85 and 7.5 K are pretty well reproduced by
classical computations at suitable effective temperatures of 180 and 125 K
respectively, as shown by Fig. 7. This is indeed the main, unexpected result
T (K) a0(noresc) a0(resc) a0(exp)
7.5 1.988 1.995 2.001
85 1.995 2.001 2.002
295 2.010 2.010 2.010
605 2.034 2.034 2.033
840 2.055 2.055 2.055
1060 2.073 2.073 2.078
Table 2: Lattice steps used to reproduce data at several temperatures. Sec-
ond column: values used in our simulations with no rescaling; third column:
values used in our simulations with rescaled temperatures; fourth column:
values obtained by applying thermal expansion coefficient from Ref. [17] to
the value at 295 K.
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obtained in this paper.1
Apparently the agreement at the two low temperatures, both in connec-
tion with the hollow and in general for the whole spectrum, is of the same
quality as at the higher temperatures. True, some disagreement is observed
at the right shoulder, but this occurs somehow at the same degree at all
temperatures. The reason of this minor fact is not yet clear to us, and we
hope to understand it in the future. Perhaps a simple explanation might be
related to the choice of the parameter ǫ∞ discussed in section 3.
A strictly related phenomenon involving temperature rescaling, actually
just the same rescaling as for spectra, was met in connection with the lattice
spacing. As explained in section 3, at all temperatures different from 295 K
the calculated spectra are obtained by adjusting the lattice spacing in such
a way that the position of the main peak matches experiment. The val-
ues of the lattice spacing found in this way, with and without temperature
rescaling, are compared in Table 2 with those obtained from the experimen-
tal data available in the literature (see Ref. [17]) for the thermal expansion
coefficient of LiF. The agreement above room temperature is impressive. At
85 and 7.5 K, instead, the agreement is not so good if temperatures are not
rescaled: indeed a qualitative failure is found here, because the theoreti-
cal values continue to decrease almost linearly, while the experimental ones
exhibit a saturation effect. After temperature rescaling, the value at 85 K
perfectly agrees with the experimental one, while at 7.5 K there is still a
little deviation, but much less than before. This behavior corresponds to
the one found in the spectra, so that one is led to guess that the two effects
stem from the same origin.
5 Conclusions
The results obtained are apparently interesting. Indeed, already the good
agreement of the classical spectra with the experimental ones at room tem-
perature, obtained in a previous work without invoking any energy quan-
tization, might have been unexpected. But the fact that even at almost
absolute zero the classical computations of the spectra reproduce well the
experimental data through the only expedient of suitably rescaling temper-
ature, all other purely classical ingredients remaining unchanged, appears to
1By the way, it turns out that, at the considered effective temperature of 125 K, the
relevant correlation actually decays to zero in about 10 ps. Thus the problem of the
truncation time which arises at an effective temperature of 7.5 K (see Fig. 3) does not
arise here.
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be really surprising. Moreover, the impression that here one is not meeting
with some fortuitous coincidence, is supported by the agreement found for
thermal expansion too.
On the other hand it is well known that the Clausius identification of
temperature with kinetic energy is in contrast with experiment, for example
because zero–point energy in solids exists. This was indeed one of the main
historical reasons for abandoning classical mechanics. Here, however, it has
been also shown that, for what concerns infrared spectra, classical statistical
mechanics is adequate if a suitable rescaling of temperature is introduced.
So the problem arises whether the Clausius identification of temperature
is a necessary implication in classical statistical mechanics. Some comments
are given here. A first question in this connection is whether temperature
should be defined as the mean value of some observable, as is suggested by
the Clausius identification of temperature with mean kinetic energy in the
classical case. The question then becomes of understanding which quantity
does a thermometer measure if it doesn’t measure kinetic energy. On the
other hand, we point out, at equilibrium temperature occurs, both in the
classical and the quantum cases, as a parameter which enters the Gibbs
distribution, determining the mean value of energy. However, the temper-
ature defined in such a way turns out to be proportional to mean kinetic
energy only in the classical case, while in the quantum case the relation
between temperature and kinetic energy is not universal, and depends on
the considered system.
So, not being the average of an observable, it is not clear how tempera-
ture should be defined2 if the Gibbs ensemble is not justified, as occurs in
classical statistical mechanics in lack of suitable ergodicity properties. This
is indeed the problem that was raised by the FPU work, which pointed out
that energy equipartition, the main consequence of classical statistical me-
chanics, does not occur at low energies for the simplest model of a crystal.
Apparently, the same occurs in connection with the infrared spectra of ionic
crystals.
A provisional conclusion, in our opinion, might be the following. The
Clausius identification of temperature as mean kinetic energy in classical
statistical mechanics seems not to be justified in cases, such as that of FPU–
type models at low energies, where suitable ergodicity properties are not
guaranteed. The general problem of how a statistical mechanics should be
formulated in such cases then remains completely open, and actually is a
formidable one. However the results illustrated here for a realistic FPU–type
2Apart from introducing a microscopic model of a thermometer.
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model presenting dielectric properties, with their surprising agreement with
experiment, seem to indicate that a general solution may exist.
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Figure 8: Solid lines: calculated dispersion relations. Circles: data from
Ref. [29]
Appendix: fit of dispersion relations
The parameters of the potential are determined by comparison of calcu-
lated dispersion relations with experimental data taken from Ref. [29]. At
variance with MD simulations, we consider an infinite crystal and linearize
the model around the equilibrium positions, obtaining an infinite number of
linear equations, with parameters which depend on the parameters of the
potential. We then find the normal modes solutions for such equations, i.e.,
solutions in the form of travelling waves qs,h = Q
(l)
s ei(k·xh−ωt), thus deter-
mining the dispersion relations ω = ωl(k) for the different branches. Then
we minimize the quantity
∑
l
∑
i |ωl(ki) − ωli|2, ωli being the experimental
values at k = ki, by varying the parameters of the potential. The best fit is
shown in fig. 8 for the three high symmetry directions of the wave vector. In
general there are three optical and three acoustical branches, two transverse
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and one longitudinal for each group, with a possible degeneration in the
transverse ones, depending on the direction of k. The agreement with data,
which is generally good for the acoustic branches and for the transverse
optical branches, is not so satisfactory for some parts of the longitudinal
optical branches, especially at high values of |k|. This could be due to the
absence of atomic polarizabilities in our model: indeed, much better results
were obtained in Ref [29], where atomic polarizabilities were also taken into
account in the model.
The optimized parameters we find are reported in Table 1.
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